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Introduction: Spring Travelling Fellowship in Ireland, June 2018.

Detailed description of the fellowship:
In this fellowship we were twelve fellows from all over Europe. It was a very good experience to know different cultures and approaches regarding orthopedics and traumatology.

We went to Belfast to listen to some lectures given by Dr. David Beverland but we couldn’t manage to see any operations. The third day when we returned to Dublin we went to Cappagh National Orthopaedics Hospital, this was a good experience, being able to see how they perform surgery in a different country than mine. During the final days we attended the Irish Orthopaedic Association Annual Scientific Meeting to hear some lectures from consultants and also from residents.

But we not only worked, we also went to Titanic museum and Guinness Storehouse to have some fun during the trip!

Conclusion:
It is a very good fellowship to meet another colleagues from all over Europe and exchange ideas and different manners of working in every country. I am very grateful to EFORT and Spanish Orthopedic Society for this experience.